What can drawing do? Experiences from human interaction in Uganda and Norway

Kathinka Hasselknippe, Design without Borders and Service Designer for Compte Bureau

Immersive journalism, storytelling and Ethics Workshop and lecture

António Baía Reis, University of Porto

Aesthetics as a starting point for citizen dialogues in urban planning in Hamarkullen

Wenche Lerme, Gothenburg

Student field videos from Nepal and India (UEP + Design) students

Quick and dirty Sketching workshop

Carl André Nørstebo Eggs design

Design Workshop: how can our classroom for learning about citizen participation be improved?

Framing common projects - Workshop facilitated by Brita Fladvad Nielsen and Hanne Vrebos

To sign up: Brita.nielsen@ntnu.no

21st-22nd March, Mellomrommet, Sentralbygg 1, 5th floor, Alfred Getz vei 3, NTNU